An engineering analysis of rotating sieves for hybridoma cell retention in stirred tank bioreactors.
The use of internal rotating sieves for perfused hybridoma culture offers unique advantages but has been up to now largely empirical. Calculations have been performed on a 15 l spinfilter stirred tank in order to have an idea of hydrodynamic conditions inside and outside the rotating sieve. The large peripheral velocity value, resulting from sieve rotation (compared to axial and radial velocities) is expected to affect strongly sieve surface colonization by cells; this is confirmed by lab scale experiments, showing that cell colonization is prevented providing sieve rotation exceeds a defined value (around 0.6 m.s.1 tip speed); the fluid removal force calculated under these conditions appears to be in the range of 10 pN, similar to the adhesion force already reported for mammalian cells attached to inorganic substrata.